High-throughput technologies such as microarrays and mass spectrometry produced high dimensional biological datasets both in abundance and with increasing complexity. Prediction Analysis for Microarrays (PAM) is a well-known implementation of the Nearest Shrunken Centroid (NSC) method which has been widely used for classification of biological data. In this paper, a hybrid approach incorporating the Nearest Shrunken Centroid (NSC) and Memetic Algorithm (MA) is proposed to automatically search for an optimal range of shrinkage threshold values for the NSC to improve feature selection and classification accuracy. Evaluation of the approach involved nine biological datasets and results showed improved feature selection stability over existing evolutionary approaches as well as improved classification accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Recent reviews (Hilario and Kalousis, 2008) have described numerous feature selection techniques for identifying informative biomarkers from biological datasets. The two main objectives of feature selection is achieving high classification accuracy and high reproducibility of a pertinent list of biomarkers (i.e. feature selection stability). Stability is a term used to describe the sensitivity of a feature selection algorithm to small variations in the training data and in the settings of the algorithmic parameters, resulting in different feature sets being produced by the algorithm.
Many studies (Kim et al., 2010; Yu and Liu, 2004) , have used the Nearest Shrunken Centroid (NSC) algorithm (Tibshirani et al., 2002) for feature selection (FS) and classification in high dimensional biomedical data. This algorithm, with its most wellknown software implementation being known as Prediction Analysis for Microarrays (PAM), requires a shrinkage threshold value as input for performing FS and classification. The choice of this threshold value, as stated in the PAM User guide, is determined "after a judicious examination of training errors and the cross-validation results". Hence, the selection of the optimal shrinkage threshold value is typically a manual process based on "trial and error" by setting the shrinkage threshold value to vary equally using a predefined step size across a predefined range (Lusa, 2012) . However, shrinkage threshold values selected in this way may not give optimal solutions (Dang et al., 2013) and is also a very time consuming process.
A hybrid approach (NSC-GA) (Dang et al., 2013) , incorporating GA and NSC to automatically find the optimal shrinkage threshold value. Computation time associated with GA processing can be intensive (Elbeltagi et al., 2005) . One of the approaches to improve GAs both in terms of computation time and quality of optimal solutions is the use of a memetic algorithm (MA) (Elbeltagi et al., 2005) .
In this paper, an approach of incorporating the NSC algorithm into a MA, namely NSC-MA, for automatically searching for an optimal range of shrinkage threshold values is proposed. The aim here is to explore how to improve the NSC-GA approach (Dang et al., 2013) for achieving robustness of selected feature subsets and stability in signatures of biomarkers. Unlike NSC-GA, the proposed approach consistently reproduces the same candidate feature subset from repeated runs involving a dataset.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some related work, Section 3 describes details of the proposed approach, datasets, results and discussion are presented in Section 4, and conclusion is drawn in Section 5. Chin et al., (2015) completed a comprehensive review of feature selection methods for gene selection, categorising these into three classes, namely supervised, unsupevised and semisupervised. Each of these 3 classes are further refined into sub-categories on the basis of evaluation criterion into filter, wrapper or embedded methods. Statistical metrics are used in filter methods to rank each feature individually or subsets of features for its ability to discriminate between classes. In wrapper-based methods, classification models are used to determine the relevance of sets of features and embedded methods are similar to wrapper methods except for a much tighter coupling between feature selection and classifier. Feature selection is NP-hard and can be approximated via a heuristic search for an "optimal" feature subset. In conclusion, Chin et al., (2015) discussed a number of areas needing future research, amongst these, is the need to develop methods for robustness of selected feature subsets (i.e. stability of signature). Dang et al., (2013) developed a wrapper approach (NSC-GA) involving genetic algorithm and NSC and evaluated the approach on microarray data. Similar to PAM (Tibshirani et al., 2002) , the selection of subsets of features utilize a penalized tstatistic but the approach automatically determines the required soft-threshold for identifying a gene set for classification. Experimental results show that the optimal threshold value obtained using NSC-GA resulted in a smaller number of features and higher classification accuracies on test datasets in comparison to previous studies such as Klassen and Kim (2009) . Soufan et al., (2015) developed a web-based, wrapper feature selection tool using a parallel GA as its search strategy that allows concurrent evaluations of large number of candidate subsets. The tool is flexible for its range of filtering methods as well as its functionality of allowing for adjustments of weights and parameters in the fitness function. Zhu et al., (2007b) incorporated a memetic algorithm (MA) in their approaches, namely WFFSA and MBEGA (Zhu et al., 2007a) for finding relevant features in microarray data. Both these approaches were based on the traditional GA and a local search (LS) algorithm that incorporated filter ranking method for WFFSA and Markov Blanket for MBEGA respectively. Binary representation (1, 0) was the encoding for individuals and the SVM classifier was employed to evaluate the fitness of individuals. Empirical evaluations of these two approaches on microarray datasets indicate that they outperformed many existing methods in terms of classification accuracy, number of selected genes and search efficiency.
RELATED WORK

NSC-MA PROPOSED APPROACH
MA is a hybrid of EAs which involves an evolutionary algorithm (EA) and a local search (LS) to improve the fitness of chromosome (Krasnogor and Smith, 2005; Wu, 2001) . As shown in Figure 1 , the 2 major steps in NSC-MA are:
Step 1: This step involved the automatic calculation of Th max . This procedure is performed once only at the beginning of the proposed approach, NSC-MA, to obtain Th max.
Step 2: MA (Moscato, 1989 ) is employed in this step as an optimization method to search for optimal sets of shrinkage thresholds for NSC algorithm that lead to the selection of optimal sets of features. NSC algorithm is employed as a fitness evaluator to evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in terms of the number of selected features and its corresponding training classification accuracy. Gene value in each chromosome in the population is initialized to a real value within the range of [0, Th max ] using a random number generator. The random number generator uses a different seed for each initialization of a new population. Details associated with determination of Th max can be found in Dang et al., (2013) .
Fitness Evaluation
The NSC algorithm (Tibshirani et al., 2002) is the fitness evaluator for obtaining the overall fitness, Fitness Ind , for each individual chromosome. As defined in Equation (1), Fitness Ind is calculated by averaging the fitness values associated with all the threshold values for a chromosome.
Fitness
where M is a number of genes or threshold values in a chromosome. The function f th in Equation (2) consists of two other functions, f 1 and f 2 :
where TP is the true positives, TN is the true negative, FP is the false positive, FN is the false negative. N total equals to the total number of attributes (features) in the dataset, N att is the number of attributes selected by NSC. f 1 is designed for evaluating the fitness of a threshold that leads to a minimum number of attributes, whilst f 2 is associated with the maximum classification accuracy.
Generating New Population
The procedure for generating a new population using MA incorporated adding and subtracting LS with Improvement First Strategy is as follows: This step involved the "adding and subtracting LS with Improvement First Strategy" step, which is applied to offspring chromosomes after crossover and mutation in order to further improve its quality.
A single elitist strategy is employed where the best candidate solution (elite) from the previous generation is placed into the new population. To produce new offspring, Binary Tournament selection is used to select the individuals as parents to go through crossover, mutation and LS strategy. Two best offspring chromosomes from each of these iterations are then placed into the new population.
The procedure for the "adding and subtracting LS with Improvement First Strategy" step is as follows: The parameter settings for running NSC-MA are shown in Table 1 . The parameters that are tuned include population size, crossover probability rate, and mutation probability rate, with these values in the table, being taken from an empirical experiment (Dang, 2014) . Uniform mutation (Eiben and Smith, 2007) modifies a chromosome by replacing its gene value with a mutated number, Nmut, which is calculated using equation (5).
Parameter Settings
where L b is lower bound of chromosome, R n is a random number generated by RNG, U b is upper bound of chromosome. Table 2 showed a summary of the nine datasets that have been used widely by many recent investigations as demonstrated in Chin et al (2015) . These include: AD Disease (Ray et al., 2007) , Colon (Alon et al., 1999) , Leukemia (Golub et al., 1999) , Ovarian (Petricoin et al., 2002) , Lymphoma (Alizadeh et al., 2000) , Lung (Gordon et al., 2002) , Prostate (Singh et al., 2002) , Central Nervous System (CNS) (Pomeroy et al., 2002) For each of the nine datasets, 15 independent runs of NSC-MA were executed using the respective training dataset and parameter values shown in Table 1 . Each independent run involved an initial population produced using the Random Number Generator with a random seed. For each run, 10 fold cross validation (CV) strategy was employed to evaluate the selected feature sets. The optimal set of features was then used to construct the NSC classifier to classify the unseen test data associated with the dataset. The average classification accuracy was calculated from these runs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A simple multi-start local search algorithm (MSLS) based on a local search method (Lourenço et al., 2001 ) was implemented for comparison of performance with NSC-MA. 15 independent runs of MSLS were also executed using the respective training dataset.
The results are examined from 2 perspectives: diagnostic relevance in terms of features used in the construction of accurate diagnostic classifiers for prediction and by examination of the literature for the established implication of the selected set of features to specific diseases (Table 4) . Table 3 showed comparisons of results from NSC-MA with MSLS and other studies using equivalent protocol, that is training a classifier using a training set and evaluation of performance involved an unseen test set. NSC-MA consistently selected only one set features over 15 independent runs. This shows that the stability of NSC-MA is improved over NSC-GA. For example for Colon cancer dataset, NSC-GA selected 2 sets of 6 and 28 features, whilst NSC-MA selected only one set of 28 features, for Lung cancer dataset, NSC-GA selected 4 sets of 8, 9, 10 and 11 features whilst NSC-MA selected only one set of 8 features with the same classification accuracy of 100%. With the AD, CNS and Breast-A datasets, both NSC-MA and MSLS returned the same results but with the remaining 6 datasets, there is a lot more variability in terms of the number of selected subsets as well as the number of features in the respective feature subsets from employing MSLS, thus demonstrating that NSC-MA has better feature selection stability over MSLS.
NSC-MA achieved very similar classification results to NSC-GA. In comparison to other existing techniques, NSC-MA achieved better classification results in most cases using a smaller feature sets. The set of 11 features associated with the AD dataset is a subset of the 18 identified by Ray et al., (2007) . For the Colon dataset, it is not possible to check the set of 28 genes found by the proposed approach against the set of 16 genes in Klassen and Kim (2009) as these were not listed in their study. (6) ALP-NSC, AHP-NSC (Wang and Zhu, 2007) 94.12
Weighted NSC (Tai and Pan, 2007) 99.55(6) 60.51 (10) FAIR (Gordon et al., 2002) (7) 100 (128, 130, 132, 135, 137, 139, 145, 140, 151) 100 (8) 100 (9) 100 (10) 100 ( In the case of the Leukemia cancer dataset, NSC-MA obtained a smaller set of 9 genes and classification accuracy of 97.05% when compared to 96% using 10 genes in (Huang, 2009 ) with 2 genes (M27891, X95735) in common. Eight genes (M27891, M84526, M96326, U46751, U50136, X95735, M28130, Y00787) are a subset of the set of 48 features selected using GA and ANNs in (Tong et al., 2009 ). This nine gene is also a subset of the set of 50 highly expressed genes identified by (Masys et al., 2001) (Foss, 2011) , with similar classification accuracy of 96.06% on the unseen test set. Six peptides in this set are among the top 10 peptides identified in Yap et al., (2007) . In terms of the Lung cancer dataset, using a set of 6 features, Tai and Pan (2007) achieved 99.55% whereas NSC-MA used 8 features and obtained 100% classification accuracy on the unseen test set. However, the identified features have not been listed in Tai and Pan's paper. For the Breast cancer dataset, NSC-MA identified a set of 2 features, LY6D (Lymphocyte antigen 6 complex, locus D) and ESR1 (Estrogen receptor 1). LY6D is strongly expressed in cervical cancer, head and neck cancer, lung cancer, skin cancer and urothelial cancer, and also a marker of the earliest stage of B-cell specification (GeneCards; The Human Protein Atlas). ESR1 is cancer and disease related genes, and also involved in pathological processes in endometrial and breast cancer (The Human Protein Atlas).
To obtain an overall estimate of the computational effort of using NSC-GA and NSC-MA to analyse the nine datasets, we collected the total time taken for each of their 15 independent runs. The average time taken by NSC-GA is 1290.39 minutes and 1219.56 minutes for NSC-MA.
CONCLUSIONS
The shrinkage threshold value must be provided as an input to the NSC algorithm and an appropriate choice is extremely important in terms of feature selection and classification accuracy. Researchers have used approaches of trial and error to select a threshold value that produced minimum classification errors and some emerging work has investigated approaches to automatically produce this value. A novel approach incorporating NSC and MA algorithm is proposed in this study in order to overcome limitations of the previous approaches such as empirical methods with NSC and NSC-GA. Evaluation of the approach involved nine biological datasets and results showed improved feature selection stability over existing evolutionary approaches as well as improved classification accuracy.
